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Abstrract— As requ
uirements of 3D
D contents havve been increassed, a
matcching algorithm
m to obtain a disparity-maap becomes vib
brant
reseaarch field. Thiis processing includes
i
a mu
ulti-sliding-win
ndowoperration (MSWO
O) which requirres high memoory and processsingtime consumption
n. In this paaper, we proopose an effeective
dware architeccture with convvergence of on
n-chip memoryy and
hard
shift registers, an
nd parallelized
d cores. We utilize
u
census as a
m and a 7 by 7 window in a 160 by 90 im
mage,
matcching algorithm
with search range length of 42. We synthesizee on Vertex 5 from
nx, operating at
a 100 MHz clock.
c
Our prooposed method
d has
Xilin
loweer memory con
nsumption, and
d search rangee length times faster
f
than
n previous one.
K
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I.

For
F all these reasons, parallelized and pip
pelined architeecture
with
h effective meemory managgement is indispensable. Inn this
papeer, we propoosed high sppeed disparity
y-map acquissition
hard
dware architeccture, especiallly for the MSWO. We utiilized
indiv
vidual line buuffers [5] to ddecrease mem
mory consumpption,
shift
ft-register [6] for
f date-reuse, and paralleliized architectuure to
increease processiing speed. A census alg
gorithm whicch is
suitaable for real-ttime hardwaree architecture is implementted to
obtaain a disparity--map.
The
T rest of paper
p
is outlinned as follow
w. We introduuce a
censsus algorithm
m and an addiitional preparratory step: search
rang
ge estimation to
t decrease prrocessing timee in Section III. Our
prop
posed hardwarre architecturee will be preseented in Sectioon III.
Experimental resuults will be givven in Section
n IV, and finallly, in
Secttion V, we draaw the conclussion.
DISSPARITY-MAP AQUISITION ALGORITHM

II.

INTTRODUCTION

A an image processing teechnology haas been improoved,
As
varioous applicatioons which connsist of multii-functions, a realtimee system and a high resollution operatioon are develooped.
Andd some of them
m such as computational photography
p
a a
and
smarrt camera as single
s
lens syystem applicattions require more
m
pow
werful compuutability. A frankencamerra which iss an
expeerimental platfform for com
mputational phhotography haas the
real--time hardwaare architecturre with a sooftware stackk for
expeerimenting varrious developped algorithmss as in [1]. And
A a
MeshEye which is
i a hybrid-reesolution smaart camera moote is
suitaable for camerra applicationss and also netw
work ones as in
i [2].
Therrefore, those two
t
applicatioons need highh computabilitty for
real--time and highh resolution opperations and effective mem
mory
s.
mannagement for multi-function
m

A. Basic
B
Cenceptt of Census

I the stereoscopic system,, almost all of
In
o applications are
baseed on analyzinng a disparity-m
map. To obtaiin a disparity--map,
we operate
o
matchhing algorithm
ms using left and right im
mages
bothh. And since they
t
compare one block inn the left imagge to
pluraal blocks in thhe right imagee to find a maatching point, they
usuaally include thhe multi-slidinng-window-opperation (MSWO)
whicch is critical too processing time
t
and mem
mory consumpption.
In addition, vissual fatigue which occuur dizziness and
annooyance based on accommoddation, converrgence discreppancy
and etc. as in [3] has
h risen as a significant isssue. And as onne of
soluttions to evaluuate visual faatigue, a dispparity-map is also
analyyzed and conttrolled as in [44].

First,
F
we comppare between a target pixel,, which locates x, y
coorrdination in thhe image, and nneighbor pixeels to label 1 orr 0 as
in (1
1).

Figure 1. Examplle of Census process.

The
T census allgorithm calcuulates hammin
ng distance values
v
and decides maxiimum value aas a disparity. We could divide
d
this process into four
f
steps.

diff
d

,

i, j

1 if
0 if

x
x

i, y
i, y

j
j

x, y ,
(1)
x, y .

Second,
S
we deecide the sam
me diff value in
n the left and right
imag
ges as 1 to callculate hammiing distance ass in (2).
h i, j

1 if diff
ii, j
0 else.

diff

i, j ,

(2)

Third, we sum up hamming distance values in a window as
in (3). W and H are width and height of window, respectively.
And k is from minimum disparity to maximum disparity which
is the same as length of search range. Fig. 1 revises from step
one to three.
∑W ∑H h i, j

s k

(3)

And finally, we obtain a disparity value (DV) from finding
the maximum value among hamming distance values as in (4).
Therefore, we need computation of the MSWO to obtain one
disparity value.
DV

max s k

locally and normalized search ranges as in [7], which has two
steps.
First, we examine one quarter of images and accumulate
hamming distance values of examined pixels. Then second, we
find the maximum value and divide by 16 to establish a
threshold. Finally, we subtract threshold from each hamming
distance value, and decide valid search range value where a
hamming distance value is over 0. Fig. 3 shows estimated
search range.

(4)

B. Multi-Sliding-Window-Operation (MSWO)
The MSWO is the extension of the single-sliding-windowoperation. The single-sliding-window-operation needs one
image and one sliding window. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 2, block matching algorithms such as SSD(Sum of
Squared Difference), SAD(Sum of Absolute Difference),
Census, which apply the MSWO, need left and right images
both to compare between one window from the left image and
k windows from the right image to obtain k hamming distance
values where k is a search range. Then we find the maximum
value as the disparity of the target pixel among obtained
hamming distance values. Therefore, it consumes processingtime at least k times more.

Figure 3. Search range estimation process.

Thus, we obtain the decreased search range for disparity
estimation process which is needed to examine all pixels
densely. Applying the search range estimation could be an
effective method to decrease processing-time. However, since
this normalized search range is improper for some pixels, noise
and holes issues could occur. And the proposed method
processes data in k windows at once.
III.

Figure 2. Example of the multi-sliding-window-operation.

C. Search Range Estimation
To decrease processing-time, a search range estimation
process could be applied by preliminary examination of images

PROPOSED HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

As described in Section II, to compute a disparity value of
one target pixel using n by n window in an M by N image, we
need n2 pixel values of the target pixel and around it in one
window from the left image and n by (k + n - 1) pixel values in
k windows from the right image for a MSWO. To obtain entire
pixel values as fast as possible, we need efficient memory
management. And to compare one window to k windows at
once, we also need parallelized cores. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 4, proposed hardware architecture utilizes individual line
buffers with registers and parallelized plural cores.

Figure 4. Proposed hardware achitecture.

Figure 5. Example of serial to parallel data pipeline architecture.

A. Memory and registers
Individual line buffers consist of two-line buffers as in [5].
And it shows an efficient tradeoff between processing time and
memory resources for conventional sliding window operation.
However, if we apply a large size of window or MSWO, it
consumes excessive memory. And as shown in Fig. 5, reusing
data and loading plural data at once could be accomplished
without individual line buffers as in [6]. However, it causes
high complexity. Therefore, we combine each individual line
buffer and shift registers, so that we could decrease memory
consumption with low complexity by reusing data and loading
plural data from the registers as shown in Fig. 6.

To decide the size of minimum image buffer, we should
consider storing and loading time. If storing time is faster than
loading time, we have to store entire image to avoid
overwriting. And if storing time is the same as loading time,
we could store only n lines of the image. Then in the other case,
cores have to be delayed until storing enough pixel values.
Therefore, storing and loading time per one pixel are one clock
and n2 by k clocks using conventional 1-way method. Then
storing and loading time of our method and individual line
buffers only as in [5] are both one clock per one pixel. Since
conventional method is the first case, an M by N image should
be stored. Based on this fact, TS for the conventional method is
M by N clocks, and memory consumption is M by N bytes.
And since other methods are the second case, TS could be M by
n. However, memory consumption of individual line buffers
only as in [5] is k times more than our method. And TL is each
loading time by the number of examined target pixels.
Therefore the total processing time of 1-way is as:
TT1 = TS1 + TL1 = M x N + (M x N x n2 x k)

(5)

And the total processing time of individual line buffer and our
method with (n by n)-way parallel processing is as:
TTnxn = TSnxn + TLnxn = M x n + (M x N)

(6)

The total processing time of parallel processing methods
are the same. However, our method consumes less memory
than individual line buffers only as in [5].

Figure 6. Proposed memory management unit.

The operation of individual line buffers are based on “pingpong scheme”. First, an input controller selects that which
individual line buffers are operated. Second, after storing n
lines image data on upper line of two lines in individual line
buffers, we switch to lower line to store data and transfer image
data from upper lines to each shift register that is connected to
each individual line buffer. Then we repeat process but only
switching to upper line and transferring from lower line. And
shift registers load data at once. To accomplish this process, we
need n by n individual line buffers if we apply without shift
registers.
Processing time of pipelined census cores could be the
same as one census core. Therefore, the most influential factor
of entire processing-time to compare to conventional methods
is storing and loading time of memory which consumes one
clock per one pixel. Let’s assume that a size of image, which is
8 bits gray, is M by N. And a size of window is n by n, and the
total processing time, storing time and loading time denote as
TT, TS, TL, respectively. And TT is equal to TS + TL.

Figure 7. Example of the census core where n is 3.

B. Census cores
Since memory management unit transfers entire image data
in one window from the left image and k windows from the
right image, census cores should be parallelized and pipelined
effectively. We applied 42 parallelized census cores which are
the same as the length of search range. And as shown in Fig. 7,
each census core consists of four stages. In the first stage, we
compare between the target pixel and neighbor pixels as in (1).
And we decide that compared values from the left and right
images are the same or not to obtain hamming distance in the
second stage as in (2). Then we sum up hamming distance in
the rest stages as in (3). The output of each census core
includes hamming distance and search range value. Then we

comp
mpare 42 hamm
ming distancee values from
m each census core
and search the maaximum. Finaally, we obtainn a disparity value
v
from
m the search range valuee of the maaximum hamm
ming
distaance as in (4).

TABLE I.
I Compare proposed method witth previous methoods on
XC5VLX330-1FF1760
Sou
urce
Used methods

Proocessing time
(sec)

Memory consumpption
(Bytes)

296 ms

14400 byte

Pip
pelined 1-way

7.056 ms

14400 byte

Ind
dividual line buffeers only

155.2 us

15040 byte

Pro
oposed architecturre

155.2 us

2240 byte +
shift registerss

Con
nventional 1-wayy

Figure 8. Expeeriment platform.

IV
V.

V.

EXPERIM
MENTAL RESUL
LTS

A modules are
All
a designed with
w Verilog and
a synthesizeed on
Virteex 5-VLX3300 FPGA usingg Xilinx’s ISE
E. Fig. 8 show
ws the
expeeriment platfoorm. Input data
d
are transsferred from each
cameera to two HDMI inpuut ports. Annd a HDMI tile
syncchronizes twoo input data from
f
two cam
meras. The im
mage
proccessing is operrated on FPGA
A. Then we obbtained a resuult on
the monitor
m
whichh is connected to an output port.
p
O proposed architecture focuses
Our
f
on reaal-time processsing.
Sincce conventionnal 1-way method
m
is thee worst case,, we
desiggned the pipeelined 1-way method
m
to coompare effectiively.
As shown
s
in Table 1, processiing time of thhe pipelined 1-way
methhod is k timess faster than conventional
c
1
1-way
one. Annd (n
by n)-way
n
methodds, which are individual linne buffer onlyy and
the proposed
p
methhod, are k by n2 times fasterr than conventtional
1-waay method. However,
H
mem
mory capacity of individuall line
buffe
fers only methhod could connsume more iff we apply a large
size of window orr a MSWO. Annd our proposed method utiilized
7 byy 7 window annd 42 search range.
r
Therefoore, individuall line
buffe
fers only methhod consumess the highest memory cappacity
whicch is 15040 bytes,
b
and 1-w
way processinng methods, which
w
are conventional
c
1
1-way
and pippelined 1-wayy, consume eqqually
144000 bytes. Theen only 22400 bytes and shift registerss are
conssumed with our
o proposed method. Figg. 9 shows reesults
imagge.

In
I this paperr, our propossed method achieves
a
reall-time
proccessing with effectively ppipelined arch
hitecture andd low
mem
mory consum
mption by coonvergence of
o individual line
bufffers and shift registers. Considering improvemennt of
accu
uracy, we should apply advvanced matchiing algorithm
m with
com
mplex computaation. Our exxperimental result
r
shows good
tradee-off betweenn processing ttime and mem
mory consumpption,
whicch is suitable for
f a complexx algorithm witth a MSWO.
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